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Abstract 
The main activities of an energy company is to produce, trade and distribute 

energy and these activities all have operating cash flows that are highly dependent 

on the price of energy commodities. (Weron 2006 and Borovkova et.al) This makes 

the study of energy models more attractive for further mathematical analysis, so 

the importance of the choice of model for the study of the price dynamics in a 

particular energy commodity cannot be neglected. In this case we study the 

dynamics of the electricity spot and contract prices. Among all energy-related 

products, electricity is the most principal and most significant one since it is 

directly related to any other product and can be viewed as an outcome of a mixture 

of them (Weron 2006 and Fred etal). As stated in Kaminski [2005] and (Erni 

(2012)), the most features of electricity spot price are: Mean reversion, 

Seasonality, Spikes and Volatility. In this work we have considered reality of a 

real life economic perturbation and its effect in the model development. We have 

also discovered that at a higher level of market competition, the both market spot 

prices tends to stabilize due to variety of choices   
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Introduction 
A spot price is the price retailers pay 

when they buy electricity from the 

wholesale market. 

In a typical deregulated electricity 

market, Spot prices change every half-

hour and can vary quite dramatically 

depending on supply and demand. 

Typically spot prices are higher during 

winter, and weekdays at breakfast and 

dinner time. 
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Spot electricity price curve usually exhibit characteristics such as multiple seasonality, 

volatility, mean reversion and are often characterized by jumps or spikes. In this study 

we review short term spot electricity price modeling and forecasting techniques 

inspired by financial econometric literature, electricity spot price pre-processing 

techniques used and the determinants of spot electricity price in a competitive power 

market.  

Often times, the Ornstein Uhlenbeck process (Nazarova etal 2010,) have been used to 

model the spot prices in a fully deregulated market where a prices reverts to its mean 

after a short period of spike, and for cases where mean prices are close to the origin, a 

downward spike will result to negative prices (which makes no sense in the real world). 

An adjusted log price is often used to cancel possible negative prices (Seifert etal 

2007). 

The main activities of an energy company is to produce, trade and distribute energy 

and these activities all have operating cash flows that are highly dependent on the price 

of energy commodities. (Weron 2006 and Borovkova et.al) This makes the study of 

energy models more attractive for further mathematical analysis, so the importance of 

the choice of model for the study of the price dynamics in a particular energy 

commodity cannot be neglected. In this case we study the dynamics of the electricity 

spot and contract prices.  

For the purpose of this work, we are interested in studying the effect of decreasing the 

interest rate parameter values together on the estimated financial boom, as we expose 

the model to some worth real life economic perturbation, captured as random noise. 

 

SIMPLIFIED ASSUMPTIONS  

For the purpose of this study, we have considered the following assumptions.  

1) We assumed that there exist two spot prices. 

2) The real life volatility scenario was captured by some sort of random economic 

perturbation instead of a volatility coefficient. 

3) We considered a perturbation analysis of the mean reversion parameter as the 

major influencing parameter  

4) We also assumed a trading period of 19 months with same initial condition in 

our initial analysis 

  

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATIONS 

In the contest of financial mathematics and its modeling process, the individual factors 

that influence the growth of two interacting spot prices over a specified trading period 

are often written in compartments form, from which a compact model equation can be 

built. To achieve this purpose, we have considered the following compartment model 

with respect to the first spot price and later with respect to the second spot price.  
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When equation (3.6) is further simplified, we have obtained  
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Hence, equation (3.7) is the compact continues dynamical system of non-linear first 

order differential equation that describes the evolution of the first spot price 𝑆1(𝑡) 

Similarly for the second spot price, we have 
𝑑
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by adding equation (3.8)  to (3.11) 
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Also when equation (3.13) is further simplified, we have obtained 
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑆2(𝑡) = 𝛼2𝑆2(𝑡) – 𝛽2𝑆2

2 − 𝜅2𝑆1𝑆2 − 𝑟2𝑆1𝑆2
2    (14) 

Also equation (3.14) is the compact continues dynamical system of non-linear first 

order differential equation that describes the evolution of the second spot price 𝑆2(𝑡) 

 

For the purpose of this study, equation (3.7) and (3.14) are the two compact model 

equations that describe the inter-competition interaction between spot prices 𝑆𝑃1and 
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spot price 𝑆𝑃2 when the two inhibiting factors of the interest rate are included. So our 

model for simulation is given by the following  

 
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑆1(𝑡) = 𝛼1S1(𝑡) − 𝛽1𝑆1

2(𝑡) − 𝜅1𝑆1(𝑡)𝑆2(𝑡)

− 𝑟1𝑆1
2(𝑡)𝑆2                                           (15) 

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑆2(𝑡) = 𝛼2S2(𝑡) − 𝛽2𝑆2

2(𝑡) − 𝜅2𝑆1(𝑡)𝑆2(𝑡)

− 𝑟2𝑆1(𝑡)𝑆2
2                                              (16) 

 

𝑆1(0) = 20.00 in dollars 

𝑆2(0) = 20.00 in dollars 

where the 𝛼1, 𝛼2 values are the growth rate parameters for the Spot Price (S1) and Spot 

Prices (S2) models, where , 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 are the self interaction coefficient while 𝜅1 and 

𝜅2 are the interacting coefficients and r1 and r2 are the interest rate parameter values 

for the model respectively. For the purpose of this numerical simulation analysis, we 

have assume the following parameter values as captured in (Viktor Edward (2014) 

Weron R. (2006)), 𝛼1 = 0.455, 𝛼2 = 0.54 , 𝛽1= 0.0042,  𝛽2 = 0.0048, k1= 0.0018, k2 

= 0.0012, 𝑟1 = 0.004, and 𝑟2 = 0.004. For the purpose of this study, we have used the 

numerical simulation timing of nineteen (19) months trading period (with 20 trading 

days per month). 

 

METHOD OF ANALYSIS  

To model the growth of electricity spot price, we have adopted the ordinary differential 

equation of order 45 (ODE 45), computational approach (Ekaka-a 2009). For the 

purpose of this study, the notation EPD represents the estimated proportion that is 

depleted while EFB represents the estimated financial boom. 

 

RESULTS OF EFFECT OF ECONOMIC PERTURBATION ON THE SPOT 

PRICE MODELS 

We have applied the above specified method to obtain the following results (as 

presented in  Table 1 -  Table 2) of the inclusion of random noise of difference intensity 

which describes the effect of economic perturbation. 

 

Table 1:  Perturbation effect of 0.04 Noise intensity on the Spot price value for the 

first 100 simulations in four installments   
First simulation  Second  simulation Third  simulation Fourth  simulation  
Sp 1 Sp2 Sp 1 Sp2 Sp 1 Sp2 Sp 1 Sp2 

1 16.9361 44.9911 16.9036 44.9983 16.9030 44.9778 16.9122 44.9929 

2 16.9225 44.9522 16.9365 44.9815 16.9006 45.0064 16.8473 45.1135 
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3 16.8737 45.0361 16.8963 45.0302 16.8861 44.9586 16.9081 44.9953 

4 16.8976 44.9979 16.8771 45.0246 16.9409 44.9650 16.9238 45.0328 

5 16.9178 44.9602 16.9245 44.9602 16.8904 44.9185 16.9352 44.9146 

6 16.9221 44.9833 16.8932 44.9643 16.8912 45.0164 16.9009 44.9809 

7 16.8855 45.0142 16.9854 44.9814 16.8617 45.0472 16.9188 44.9421 
8 16.9192 44.9370 16.8698 45.0096 16.8791 45.0323 16.8911 45.0248 

9 16.9360 44.9770 16.8772 45.0736 16.9446 44.9243 16.9491 44.9784 

10 16.8998 44.9382 16.8529 45.0838 16.8899 45.0149 16.9109 44.9999 

11 16.9032 45.0655 16.8776 45.0263 16.8926 45.0200 16.8972 44.9613 

12 16.9213 44.9351 16.9341 45.0125 16.8605 45.0136 16.8936 45.0001 

13 16.9112 44.9866 16.8959 45.0156 16.9275 44.9657 16.8901 44.9764 

14 16.8707 45.0439 16.8866 45.0091 16.8795 45.0405 16.9047 44.9739 

15 16.9122 44.9057 16.9309 44.9918 16.8508 45.0371 16.8882 45.0012 

16 16.8874 45.0440 16.8596 45.0067 16.8935 45.0099 16.8812 45.0270 

17 16.8926 45.0259 16.9270 44.9428 16.8946 45.0279 16.8774 45.0241 
18 16.9069 45.0276 16.8991 45.0155 16.9413 44.9283 16.9092 45.0435 

19 16.8912 44.9734 16.9396 45.0088 16.9078 44.9963 16.9167 44.9846 

20 16.9294 44.9855 16.8780 44.9653 16.9513 44.9123 16.9258 44.9699 

21 16.9034 44.9667 16.8448 45.0400 16.8935 44.9392 16.8677 45.0426 

22 16.8804 45.0601 16.9387 44.9710 16.8919 45.0209 16.8858 45.0323 

23 16.9223 44.9857 16.8631 45.0305 16.8612 45.0581 16.9386 44.9928 

24 16.9293 44.9417 16.8610 45.0378 16.9261 44.9607 16.9188 44.9677 

25 16.9223 44.9057 16.8866 45.0156 16.8946 45.0279 16.8858 45.0323 
 

Table 2: Perturbation effect of  0.75 Noise intensity on the Spot price value for the 

first 100 simulations in four installments  
First simulation  Second  simulation Third  simulation Fourth  simulation  
Sp 1 Sp2 Sp 1 Sp2 Sp 1 Sp2 Sp 1 Sp2 

1 18.6665 43.1816 18.5446 43.0726 18.7718 42.7558 18.6665 43.1816 

2 18.7157 42.6662 18.6609 43.1148 18.7072 42.7437 18.7157 42.6662 

3 18.9221 42.7241 18.9760 42.6926 18.5435 42.9398 18.9221 42.7241 

4 18.5197 43.2331 18.4865 43.0395 18.4737 43.1663 18.5197 43.2331 

5 18.9058 42.6198 18.8049 43.0313 18.7266 42.9478 18.9058 42.6198 

6 18.7168 42.7391 18.4970 43.0057 18.6820 42.9265 18.7168 42.7391 

7 18.4140 43.0577 18.7594 43.2178 18.6165 42.8030 18.4140 43.0577 

8 18.6038 43.1140 18.3569 43.3871 18.7008 42.6740 18.6038 43.1140 

9 18.4825 43.5143 18.3435 43.3097 18.6903 42.9375 18.4825 43.5143 

10 18.9976 42.3919 18.6064 43.1530 18.6543 43.0677 18.9976 42.3919 

11 18.7942 42.8974 18.4073 43.4472 19.0258 42.3761 18.7942 42.8974 

12 18.9831 42.6809 18.4189 43.2549 18.3649 43.4161 18.9831 42.6809 
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13 18.3066 43.7779 18.7873 42.9945 18.8594 42.3833 18.3066 43.7779 

14 18.7869 42.8496 18.6344 42.9442 18.4924 43.1281 18.7869 42.8496 

15 18.4998 43.2453 18.7201 42.6698 18.8754 42.7095 18.4998 43.2453 

16 18.4255 43.0020 18.4036 43.1226 18.6610 43.0025 18.4255 43.2785 

17 18.5695 42.9883 18.7303 43.4262 18.1903 43.3891 18.5695 42.9883 

18 18.4695 43.4425 18.9120 43.1663 18.3060 43.4429 18.4695 43.4425 

19 18.4847 43.1191 18.5565 43.0259 18.6032 43.0445 18.6598 43.1191 

20 18.7013 42.8850 18.4612 42.8653 18.5719 42.8957 18.7013 42.8850 

21 18.6636 42.9604 18.5794 43.3567 19.1079 42.7684 18.6636 42.9604 

22 18.4798 43.3651 18.7682 42.8433 18.1848 43.5652 18.4798 43.3651 

23 18.6278 43.2067 18.3450 42.8512 18.4064 43.1385 18.6278 43.0020 

24 18.7213 42.6692 18.7662 42.8039 18.6630 43.1526 18.7213 42.6692 

25 18.6598 43.0020 18.8759 42.4785 19.1079 42.4169 18.6598 43.0020 

 

DISCUSSION 

We have applied the method of numerical simulation to obtain the following results  

Each set of results obtained by a particular percentage variation converges to a limit 

and the set of limits of convergence decreases monotonically until it gets to a 

bifurcation points where its starts increasing.  The best fit bifurcation intervals were 

obtained at 99.99% and 101% variation to give a lower limit of bifurcation interval 

(LLBI) of 0.0039996 and an upper limit of bifurcation interval (ULBI) of 0.00404. 

From the first variation of 5% to the bifurcation point of 99.99% variation, the new 

spot price values increases monotonically and converges respectively from 4.4509 to 

81.4890 for spot price 1 and 4.7013 to 88.1718 before the bifurcation point. One of 

our major findings here is that the behaviour of spot price perturbed value is sensitive 

to the initial condition. At a lower economic perturbation intensity inclusion of 0.04, 

0.75 and its neighborhood, the spot price values do not compete within themselves, 

but at higher noise intensity of 25 and its neighborhood, the both spot prices tend to 

revert to a common mean approximately. The perturbation effect of the noise inclusion 

of high intensity stabilizes the market prices to a common approximate mean. 

On the application of ODE 45 numerical simulation, we have found the occurrence of 

estimated financial boom for the two spot prices when the initial condition values were 

chosen as 20 dollars due to a deterministic variation of the two interest rate parameter 

values from 0.0004 – 0.0014. However in this present study, we have not studied the 

effect of other variations of the interest rate parameter values on the financial boom. 

This will be the subject of our next investigation  

This research was conducted for two different spot prices to know the effects of 

varying few sensitive model parameters in the electricity spot price model which was 
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formulated in our research. Four major analysis were carried out to study the dynamic 

of the spot price trajectory. Our research shows that the choice of initial value 

condition is a key factor in analyzing the trajectory of a spot price dynamical system. 

When it is highly chosen, the result of perturbed spot price values does not stabilize in 

a monotone decreasing or increasing pertain. Our research established the fact that an 

inclusion of intensity stabilized the two spot prices to an approximate common mean. 

The study also offers an explanation on the bifurcation pertain of results in a model 

parameter variation. Our results explain that deterministic model without an 

interaction term may always bifurcate at the same percentage of parameter variation 

where as model with an enhancement or inhibiting term may always display an early 

but not uniform bifurcation point.  

 

GRAPHICAL ILLUSTRATION OF ECONOMIC PERTURBATION 

EFFECTS ON THE SPOT PRICE MODEL.   

 
Figure 4.17: Data plot for the perturbation effect of 0.04 noise intensity on the Spot 

price 1value with time in a single plot.   
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Figure 4.18: Date plot for the perturbation effect of 0.04 noise intensity on the Spot 

price2 value with time in a single plot.     

 

 
Figure 4.19: Date plot for the perturbation effect of 0.75 noise intensity on the Spot 

price1value with time in a single plot.   
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Figure 4.20: Date plot for the perturbation effect of 0.75 noise intensity on the Spot 

price2value with time in a single plot.   

 

 
Date plot for the perturbation effect of 2.5 noise intensity on the Spot price1value with 

time in a single plot  
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Date plot for the perturbation effect of 2.5 noise intensity on the Spot price2 value with 

time in a single plot  

 

 
Date plot for the perturbation effect of 2.5 noise intensity on the Spot price values with 

time in a single plot  
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Date plot for the perturbation effect of 20.5 noise intensity on the Spot price values 

with time in a single plot  

 

Conclusion 

This research was conducted for two different spot prices to know the effects of 

varying few sensitive model parameters in the electricity spot price model which was 

formulated in our research. Four major analyses were carried out to study the dynamic 

of the spot price trajectory. Our research shows that the choice of initial value 

condition is a key factor in analyzing the trajectory of a spot price dynamical system. 

When it is highly chosen, the result of perturbed spot price values does not stabilize in 

a monotone decreasing or increasing pertain. Our research established the fact that an 

inclusion of intensity stabilized the two spot prices to an approximate common mean. 

The study also offers an explanation on the bifurcation pertain of results in a model 

parameter variation. Our results explain that deterministic model without an 

interaction term may always bifurcate at the same percentage of parameter variation 

where as model with an enhancement or inhibiting term may always display an early 

but not uniform bifurcation point.  

 

Suggestion for Further Research  

The present numerical methods that we have utilized to obtain the above four (4) 

mentioned empirical results can be extended to study the following open research 

questions which we did not consider in this present study. 
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1) What is the effect of initial investment together during the trading period on 

the spot prices? 

2) How do we compute the bifurcation analysis of the effect of the growth rates 

parameter values together on the spot price deterministically on the context of 

the competition between two interacting spot prices?  

3) How do we compute the bifurcation analysis of the effect of the growth rates 

parameter values together on the spot price deterministically in the context of 

a prediction? 

4) How do we compute the bifurcation analysis of the effect of the growth rates 

parameter values together on the spot price deterministically in the context of 

a muturistic interaction between interacting spot prices?  
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